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Continuous monitoring and accurate measurements of precipitation are critical for 

diagnosing and forecasting severe weather and extreme rainfall events. Precipitation 

measurements can be obtained from a variety of sensors including ground-based radar 

as well as space-borne sensors. However, precipitation estimation from ground-based 

radars is limited over land and near coastal regions. This study develops a method 

merging precipitation estimates over East Asia region from various sensors and models 

with optimally determined weights. The method first produces the precipitation 

estimates from the Communication, Ocean, and Meteorological Satellite (COMS); the 

first geostationary satellite of Korea. The satellite precipitation estimation greatly relies 

on the diverse relationships between rain rates and brightness temperatures included in 

a-priori databases. The databases were built with the temporally and spatially collocated 

brightness temperatures at three channels (6.7, 10.8, and 12 μm) of the COMS and 

ground-based radar rain rate estimates. Each collocated precipitation scene functions as 

an individual static a-priori database. Moreover, the collocated datasets in a timespan of 

approximately one hour prior to the designated retrieval are added to the a-priori 

databases. The additional database being considered as a dynamic component in the 

databases tries to include the most similar precipitation characteristics to the target 

scene so that the representativeness of the a-priori databases can be improved. An 

important process in the satellite precipitation retrieval includes selecting the a-priori 

database based on matching the distributions of brightness temperatures of the databases 

and observations. In the retrieval over East Asia region, an individual static database 

showing the most similar probability density function (PDF) of brightness temperature 

to that of the observed brightness temperature is first selected. This database selection 

process appears to enhance matching the physical properties of precipitation types 

between observations and the prior information in the databases.  

This study then demonstrates a technique to merge radar, satellite and model 



precipitation data. The merging method determines the optimal weights in terms of the 

relative magnitudes of the root-mean-square errors (RMSE) between the reference 

sensor observation and the individual precipitation dataset. The merged precipitation 

fields have been created outside of the ground-based radar observing areas with the 

interpolated precipitation with the adjacent radar observations, COMS-based 

precipitation estimates and the short-term forecast model data including MAPLE 

(McGill Algorithm for Precipitation nowcasting and Lagrangian Extrapolation) and 

KLAPS (Korea Local Analysis and Prediction System) data. The merging examples are 

also compared with other precipitation products. 


